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ABSTRACT
Immediately after a new credit card product is launched and in the wallets of cardholders, sentiment begins
to build. Positive and negative experiences of current customers posted online generate impressions among
prospective cardholders in the form of technological word of mouth. Credit card issuing companies can use
sentiment analysis to understand how its product is being received by the consumers and by taking suitable
measure can propel the card’s market success. With the help of text mining and sentiment analysis using
SAS Enterprise Miner and SAS Sentiment Analysis Studio we are trying to answer: which aspects of a credit
card garnered the most favor, and conversely, which generated negative impressions among the consumers.
Credit Karma is a free credit and financial management platform for US consumers available on the web and
major mobile platforms, it provides free weekly updated credit scores and credit reports from national credit
bureaus TransUnion and Equifax.
The implications of this project are as follows:



All credit card issuing companies can use this technique to know how their product is fairing in the
market and based on public opinion can make business decisions to improve the flaws.
Sentiment analysis can simulate word of mouth of millions of existing users about a credit card and
know about the salient features.

INTRODUCTION
Credit Karma is a free credit and financial management platform for US consumers available on the web and
major mobile platforms. Founded in 2007, it provides free weekly updated credit scores and credit reports
from national credit bureaus TransUnion and Equifax, alongside daily credit monitoring from TransUnion.
Credit Karma also provides credit tools, such as a Credit Score Simulator, which simulates the effect of
potential financial actions on a user's credit score; and tailored financial recommendations based on each
individual user's credit profile.
In addition to its free credit reports and tools, Credit Karma offers a My Spending Tool through account
aggregation service Yodlee, which allows users to track their credit card, loan transactions and balances in
Credit Karma’s interface. Credit Karma also hosts user forums for financial product reviews and credit advice,
and provides calculator tools for debt repayment, amortization, home affordability and simple loans. In our
project we have leveraged the use of the customer reviews for all the credit cards listed in the website in
order to get a sense of the products amongst the customers. This would help the existing and prospective
users to get the facts and interpret the opinions. Opinions are so important that whenever we need to make
a decision, we want to hear others’ opinions. This would further help the participating organizations to
understand how their product is fairing in the market, the pros and cons, the customer segment for targeted
marketing etc.
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Fig. 1. Sample Reviews on the credit karma website
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DESCRIPTION & METADATA
The reviews data has 21 different credit cards with around 5000 user reviews. Embedded is the data
dictionary:

Table 1: Data Dictionary

METHODOLOGY

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic approach of the project






The website www.creditkarma.com was used as the data source. 72 distinct credit cards having
10500 user reviews were identified.
Using Python code, the web-scrapping was done in order to collect these user reviews.
The scraped user comments were collected in the csv format where the data cleansing part was
done.
Finally, the cleaned data (user reviews) were imported to SAS where different text mining
techniques like text parsing, text filtering, text profiling, Rule builder etc. were used in order to
perform sentiment analysis.

CODES
Python Code to scrape the user reviews from the website
"""
Spyder Editor
This is a temporary script file.
"""
from lxml import html
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import requests
import math
from bs4 import BeautifulSoup
inF=open("D:\\2FALL2016\SASSYMPOSIUM\\input.txt", "r")
outStar = open("D:\\2FALL2016\SASSYMPOSIUM\\myOutFileStar.txt", "w")
for line in inF:
print line
nameNo = line.split(',')
Pages=int(math.ceil(int(nameNo[1])/10))+1
print nameNo
print str(Pages)
for pageNo in range(1,Pages+1):
#print nameNo[0]
finalResult=[]
finalResult.append([])
finalResult.append([])
finalResult.append([])
page = requests.get('https://www.creditkarma.com/reviews/creditcard/single/id/'+nameNo[0]+'?pg='+str(pageNo)+'&pgsz=10')
pageContent=page.content.replace('<p>','').replace('</p>','')
pageContent=pageContent.replace('ck-stars','ckstars')
tree = html.fromstring(pageContent)
#This will create a list of buyers:
buyers = tree.xpath('//div[@class="readmoreInner"]/text()')
#This will create a list of prices
soup = BeautifulSoup(pageContent)
prices=soup.find_all(ckstars=["5 blue","4 blue","3 blue","2 blue","1 blue"])
#print 'Buyers: ', buyers
#print 'Prices: ', prices
i=0
for line in buyers:
i=i+1
if i> 2:
Review=str(BeautifulSoup(line,'lxml'))
finalResult[0].append(nameNo[0])
finalResult[2].append(Review.replace('<html><body><p>','').replace('</p></body></html>',''))
i=0
for line in prices:
i=i+1
if i> 2:
finalResult[1].append(str(line).replace('<span ckstars="','').replace('blue"></span>',''))
for res in range(0,min(10,i-4)):
print res
print >>outStar,str((pageNo-1)*10+res)+'|'+finalResult[0][res]+'|'+finalResult[1][res]+'|'+finalResult[2][res]
fileName=finalResult[0][res]+str((pageNo-1)*10+res)+".txt"
if finalResult[1][res]>'3':
fileName="PVE\\"+fileName
else:
if finalResult[1][res]<'3':
fileName="NVE\\"+fileName
else:
fileName="NUT\\"+fileName
outRev = open("D:\\2FALL2016\SASSYMPOSIUM\\"+fileName, "w")
print >>outRev,finalResult[2][res]
outRev.close()
print 'Program Quitting Normally'
outStar.close()
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SAS Code to separate the positive and negative reviews
LIBNAME MYLIB 'D:\2FALL2016\SASSYMPOSIUM';
DATA MYLIB.CARD_POS MYLIB.CARD_NEG;
SET MYLIB.REVIEWS;
NewId=card || PUT(ID,4.) ;
IF Rating >3 then output MYLIB.CARD_POS;
IF Rating <3 then output MYLIB.CARD_NEG;
DROP id CARD RATING F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11;
RUN;
DATA MYLIB.REVIEWSRULE;
SET MYLIB.REVIEWS;
IF Rating >3 then Target='P';
IF Rating <3 then Target='N';
IF Rating <> 3 then output;
DROP id CARD RATING F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11;
RUN;

DATA PREPARATION & EXPLANATORY ANALYSIS
We wrote a Python script to scrape the website in order to download the credit card user reviews. In the
Python code we gave a txt file as an input which consisted of the name of the credit card (as mapped in the
website) and the number of reviews (to ensure required number of iterations run to retrieve all the reviews).
Once the process completed all the reviews were collected for every credit card along with the rating received
by the users. There are 72 different credit cards in the website but for our analysis we considered only those
credit cards which had more than at least 50 reviews, thus we got 21 distinct credit cards. The downloaded
datasets were in the form of CSV file, which were converted into SAS Dataset.
Once we had the SAS data set with all the review we separated these reviews in to negative and positive
based on the user ratings, here our assumption was to consider reviews with corresponding user rating 4 or
more as a positive review and those reviews with user rating 2 or less as a negative review.

Fig. 3. Credit Cards with Most User Reviews

Some of the most talked credit cards are Capital One cash rewards card, Capital One Master card, Discover
IT, AMEX Everyday card and Capital One Platinum card.
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Fig. 4. Credit Cards with Average Accepted Credit Score

The above image shows the various cards as per their average accepted credit. We can see that there are
a lot of options in different categories of credit score.

Fig. 5. Distribution of Credit Cards by Average Household Income

From the above image we can see that people with high household income mostly own Barclaycard
Rewards MasterCard, Barclaycard Ring MasterCard, Citi Simplicity Card etc.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of Credit Cards by Average Credit Limit
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Some of the credit cards with highest credit limits are Barclaycard Ring MasterCard, Chase Sapphire
with limit above $10000 whereas the cards with least credit limit are The First Access Visa Card, cards
by Continental Finance, First Progress, Capital One Secured Master Card etc.

TEXT ANALYSIS
We performed the project as 3 steps.
1. Analysis of all the reviews to understand what users are talking about.
2. Separating the reviews as positive (User ratings 4 & 5) and negative (User ratings 1 & 2) and then
analyzing the reviews to get a better picture of the pros and cons of the credit cards.
3. Sentiment Analysis of individual major credit card companies.

1. ANALYSIS OF ALL THE REVIEWS

Fig. 6. Text Mining Process

Text Import
The downloaded data, in csv format was converted in to SAS dataset where each record was identified as a
user review. This dataset was then imported in SAS® Enterprise Miner™ for further text analysis.

Text Parsing
After importing the text, the text parsing node is attached to it and a few modifications are made to clean up
the unstructured text data. Using the properties panel:





The ‘find entities’ option is set to standard.
The ‘detect different parts of speech’ option is set to no to be able to represent one word or term as
a whole and not have repetitive terms with different parts of speech.
abbr, prop and num parts of speech have been ignored apart from the default option

With the help of this node the term by frequency document matrix is created, which is used to understand
the most frequently occurring term and the number of documents it has occurred in. It is also used to analyze
the terms that are rarely used. From research it is seen that typically the terms that are used moderately are
the ones that are the most helpful in exploration and modeling.
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Fig. 7. Text Parsing Output

The most frequently used terms are card, credit, approve, month and apply which is expected since the
reviews are for a credit card. Terms like ‘be’, ‘have’, ‘not’ etc. which is eliminated later using the text filter
node.

Text Filter
The text filter node is added which is used to eliminate the terms that occur minimal number of times in all
the documents by manually entering the desired required number of documents the words should be present.
We can also perform spell check by enabling the option present in the properties panel. Spell check option
also handles the terms that could be potential synonyms. The terms ‘apporval’, ‘approoval ’ were changed to
approval.
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Fig. 8. Text Filter Spell Check

Fig. 9. Text Filter Output

After running the text filter node, we can see that terms such as be, not, have, do, get etc., are dropped from
the text since they do not contribute towards any meaning in the review. Only words that are related to a
credit card in some way are kept.
Text filter is also used to group synonyms together. It can be done by importing a file with all the synonyms

or manually by dragging and dropping the terms into each other.
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Fig. 10. Synonyms Grouping

Fig. 11. Synonyms Grouping

The above screenshot shows the synonyms for the term ‘approve’. Terms such as ‘approve’, ‘approved’,
‘approving’ are grouped together as ‘approve’ using the interactive filter viewer.

Concept Links
Concept links can be viewed in the interactive filter viewer, in the text filter node. This enables us to
understand the type of association between the terms used. Concept links can be produced for all the terms
present in the documents, however it makes more sense to produce the concept links for the important terms.
The term to be analyzed is in the center and the terms that it is highly used with it comes at the end of the
links. The width of the link between the terms depicts the strength of association between them. The thicker
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the link the stronger is the association and the more important it is and vice versa. Some of the concept links
for important terms are shown below:

Fig. 12. Concept Link for ‘Approve’

We viewed the concept link for the word “Approve” and found that the words “Instantly” and “Credit” have the
strongest link with “Approve” and the second strongest links were with terms “score” and “report “as there
were many reviews that text like “Approved with high credit score”, “Applied and approved instantly”,
“Approved with high credit limit”, “Approved with a limit of $5k” etc.
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Fig. 13. Concept Link for ‘Limit’

The term ‘Limit’ has strongest link with ‘Increase’, ‘high limit’ followed by ‘start’, ‘month’ since there were
reviews like “approved with high limit”, “the limit was increased after a year” etc.

Fig. 14. Concept Link for ‘Apr.’

The term ‘Apr.’ has strongest link with ‘offer’, ‘intro’ followed by ‘high’, ‘special’ since there were reviews like
“offered with high Apr.”, “special Apr. offers” etc.
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Fig. 15. Concept Link for ‘Balance’

The term ‘Balance’ has strongest link with ‘transfer’, ‘month’ followed by ‘payment, ‘full’ since there were
reviews like “balance transfer every month”, “full balance transfers” etc.

2. ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE & NEGATIVE REVIEWS SEPARATELY

Fig. 16. Text Mining Process for Negative Reviews
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Fig. 17. Text Mining Process for Positive Reviews

In the above analysis, rest all steps i.e. from Text Import through Text Filter remain the same the interesting
part comes when we do Text Clustering and Text Topic

Text Clustering
Once the text has been filtered using the Text Filter node we group similar terms in the dataset together. With
the help of SAS® Enterprise Miner™ we can group terms closely related to each other into separate clusters
of related terms. By default, 10 clusters are created by using Expectation-Maximization Cluster Algorithm
and 8 descriptive terms that describe the cluster.

Negative Reviews:
For Negative Reviews, we can see that the 9 clusters generated are well separated from each other. The pie
chart shows the distribution of the cluster frequencies. Apart from the cluster number 6,7, 4 and 3 the
frequencies are well distributed among all the clusters as can be seen below.

Fig. 18. Distance Between the Clusters for Negative Reviews
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Fig. 19. Distribution of frequencies between the clusters

ClusterID
1

Descriptive Terms
+cash +reward

Percentage
10%

+purchase +spend
2

+offer+amount
+amount+limit
+owe

5%

+bank +account
3

+payment +report
+rate interest +credit

14%

score +point +high
4

+credit +good
+customer service

14%

+dispute +charge +time
5

+company
+fraud
+phone
+cancel
+close

10%

+day +receive +look
6

rewards on spending
and purchase
This cluster is a group
of terms for the
balance owed to the
bank
This cluster talks about
the Interest rates
depending on the
credit score
Describes the customer
service complaints due
to frauds and disputes
Talks about the
cancelation or closing

+payment money +bill

17%

+pay capital +report
7

Explanation
Talks about the

+month +inquiry
+increase

14%

+approve +line +limit
8

+annual fee +high

7%

9

+amount +capital
+balance transfer

9%

+balance +approve

the credit card on
phone
This cluster describes
about the Monthly bill
amount
Describes about the
monthly Talks about
the limit
This cluster talks about
the high annual fee
This cluster talks about
the balance transfer
feature applicable in
the credit card

+apply +offer +look
Table 2: Text Clusters Generated for negative reviews

+phone
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Positive Reviews:
For Positive Reviews, we can see that the 11 clusters generated are well separated from each other. The
pie chart shows the distribution of the cluster frequencies. Apart from the cluster number 1,5, 9 and 10 the
frequencies are well distributed among all the clusters as can be seen below.

Fig. 20. Distance Between the Clusters for Positive Reviews

Fig. 21. Distribution of frequencies between the clusters
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ClusterID
1

Descriptive Terms
+approve +score

Percentage
12%

+apply +good odds
2

+chance
+reward fair
cash +back

10%

+purchase +love
3

+annual fee
+balance
interest +pay

9%

+rate +high +purchase
4

+capital +quicksilver

4%

+start +deposit
5

+chance
+account
+credit +increase

18%

+month +limit +score
6

+payment
+ondue
time
+date +report

4%

+point +increase
+fee annual +back

4%

+rate cash
8

+service +customer
service +problem +love

9%

+great
9

+day +application

13%

+hard +pull +fraud
10

+receive
+year +loan +secure

16%

+work +report
11

about good approval
rate of the credit card
Talks about the good
cashback and reward
features
This cluster groups all
the reviews that talk
about high interest rate
on balance
Describes the Good
account to start for
credit cards
This cluster talks about
Increasing the limit of

+deposit +pay +balance
7

Explanation
This cluster describes

+alert +problem

1%

the
Talkscard
about the
increase of the credit
score if the balance is
deposited by due date
This cluster speaks
about the annual fee of
thecreditcards
Talks about good
customer service and
how the problems
were resolved
This explains that if
there is any fraud then
the credit line is hard
stopped
This cluster talks about
the Loan eligibility
based on the credit
report
Explains about the

+active +opportunity

alerts when there is

+hard

any issue and also gives
notification

Table 3: Text Clusters Generated for positive review
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Text Topic
After connecting the Text Filter node in SAS® Enterprise Miner™ we join the Text Topic node which will
enable us to combine the term into topics so that we can analyze further. The image below.

Fig. 22. Grouping of Negative text topics

Fig. 23. Grouping of Positive text topics

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
SAS® Sentiment Analysis Studio is used to build a statistical model on the text data and to be able to classify
the reviews as good or bad using the terms contained in it. The statistical model is run on the test data to
check if the model is predicted accurately. 80% of the reviews are used for training the statistical model.
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Fig. 24. Statistical Model Output

Fig. 25. Best Model
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Fig. 25. Statistical Model Graphical Results

By running the statistical models on the training data we find that the Smoothed Relative Frequency and Risk
Ratio is the best model chosen with its overall precision at 95.58%. The smoothed relative frequency
algorithm is a text normalization method that corrects for the length of the document and the number of
feature words per document to maintain consistency since some of the documents may be small while others
are large. Now, the model is tested using the test data.

Model Testing
The statistical model built is used to test the model accuracy on the test dataset for both the positive and
negative reviews. We have used a total of 1421 reviews for the testing the accuracy of the statistical model.
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Test for Positive Reviews:

Fig. 26. Positive Reviews testing Output

It can be seen that the precision for identifying positive reviews is 96.78%. It is higher than the model accuracy
obtained by using the training data. It correctly classifies 1233 out of 1274 articles as positive.

Test for Negative Reviews:

Fig. 27. Negative Reviews testing Output

By observing the above table and graph, we can see that the model classifies 42.86% of the documents
correctly using the statistical model built which is higher than the percent correctly classified in the training

data. 62 out of 147 documents are correctly classified as negative.
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Though the statistical model shows good precision in predicting the positive and negative reviews it cannot
be explained easily since it is like a black box. We do not know what terms were considered by the model as
good or bad.

3 TEXT ANALYSIS OF MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
We wanted to figure out how the major credit cards are faring in the market. Thus it was important
to realize what opinion consumers have on relevant topics.

Fig. 28. Text Mining Process for Major Credit Cards

Fig. 28. Discussion Topics for Major Credit Car

From the above table we can see that:




Customer Service: Capital One, Chase and Discover have very nice Customer Service.
Application Process: The Application process for a Discover card seems not so easy.
Balance Transfer: Chase and Citibank offers Balance Transfer.
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Approval: Discover applicants have a very high and instant approval rate on the other hand
Citibank seems to have a low approval rate.
Interest Rate: Capital One credit card has a high APR and Citibank card has low APR rate.

CONCLUSION
Around 80 percent of the data that is available in the real world is unstructured, of which text data is a
major portion. Customer reviews play an important role in determining the true perception of any product
among the audience and to specifically understand what they liked or disliked in the product, which in our
case is a credit card. It also gives insights into what the people expected from the credit card and what
they actually want to have as features from the card. This information can be leveraged by the credit card
companies, banks and financial institutions to make better quality credit cards add/modify in the features
to cater to the needs and expectations of the users and prospects. Concept links can be used to
understand the association of one term with others depending on how often they are used together. For
example, the term ‘Approve’ is strongly associated with ‘Credit’, ‘Limit’, etc. indicating that the audience
pays more attention to the credit limit provided by the card when the application gets approved, which
rests on the shoulder of the issuers. The raw data needs to be parsed and filtered before being analyzed
to correct for spelling mistakes, to group synonyms together and to drop the terms that do not contribute
in making sense of the data. In general, credit card user reviews will be made available immediately after
a user posts about the product after few months of usage of the product or by immediate perception of
the product and there will be a section of the audience who would just like to know if the credit card is
worth the application or compare and asses which card to apply for. Using the statistical model and text
rule based model built we can identify terms and rules that help us classify reviews into good or bad. This
can help people who want value and their expectations met to have any particular credit card or not.
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